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2 of 2 review helpful Entertaining Suspenseful Courtroom Drama By J Jamakaya Although it doesn t pack the 
emotional wallop of Room A Novel or Slammerkin The Sealed Letter is another fine novel by Emma Donoghue It s a 
historical potboiler focusing on a scandalous divorce case in 1860s London There are four central characters the wife 
her lover her friend and the cuckolded husband whose motives will keep you gu Miss Emily Fido Faithfull is a woman 
of business and a spinster pioneer in the British women rsquo s movement independent of mind but naively trusting of 
heart Distracted from her cause by the sudden return of a once dear friend the unhappily wed Helen Codrington Fido is 
swept up in the intimate details of Helen rsquo s failing marriage and obsessive affair with a young army officer What 
begins as a loyal effort to From Publishers Weekly Starred In 1864 London after a separation of seven years Helen 
now the wife of Vice Admiral Codrington bumps into her old friend Emily Faithful now a well known feminist and 
independent printer As Donoghue Slammerkin deli 
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